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ABSTRACT

EVALUATING SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF SCENT-MARKS IN SEMI-FREERANGING GROUPS OF LEMUR CATTA AT THE DUKE LEMUR CENTER

Shallu Prasher, MA
Department of Anthropology
Northern Illinois University, 2019
Dr. Mitchell T. Irwin, Director
Scent-marking is a widespread form of olfactory signaling exhibited in mammals and for
a select group of primates. Although research exists on the process of scent-marking, surface
preferences, and the function of scent-marking in lemurs, analyses of how lemur group scentmarking distributions map onto their home range are lacking. The endangered ring-tailed lemur
(Lemur catta) deposits scent-marks using its ano-genital, chest, and wrist glands. This project
was designed to collect data on two groups of semi-free-ranging captive ring-tailed lemurs at the
Duke Lemur Center to first assess how scent-marks are distributed within their home ranges and,
second, to evaluate whether intersexual differences in scent-marking behavior occur.
I collected observational and GPS offset data on the NHE2 and NHE4 groups of ringtailed lemurs from May 22 to July 18, 2018. Data was analyzed with ArcMap 10.6.1 and R 3.5.1
software. Both groups clearly exhibited a territorial function of scent-marking. Scent-marks were
generally deposited closer to the perimeter, those adjacent to other groups in particular, than the
center of the home range. Common feeding sites were distributed in a similar manner. Neither
group occupied their entire home range but instead occupied areas closer to the perimeter. Scentmarking distributions were not merely a reflection of areas occupied by the groups. Furthermore,

scent-marks were deposited at greater rates during intergroup encounters than in solitude. This
finding suggests a secondary function for scent-marking that involves intergroup
communication, possibly for mate-guarding. Neither group exhibited temporal over-marking
patterns. Males played a larger role in scent-marking than females. Over-marking patterns for
both sexes suggested an over-marking function associated with intrasexual competition for
access to mates. Upon comparisons with wild studies, it is evident that territoriality exists in both
wild and captive conditions.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Scent-marking is a common form of olfactory signaling exhibited in most mammals
(Gosling & Roberts, 2001; Jordan et al., 2013). Scent glands used to produce olfactory marks
and the associated behavior differ between sexes (Jordan et al., 2011b). Scent-marks convey
information about an individual (Hayes et al., 2006), including its sex, which species this scent
belongs to, which group it belongs to, and its social status within its group (Kappeler, 1998;
Gould & Overdorff, 2002; Ostner et al., 2002; Wyatt, 2003). Scent-marks are also used in a
variety of contexts, including communicating dominance, sexual receptivity, and territorial
occupation (Epple, 1986; Irwin et al., 2004). However, the individual who scent-marks (the
actor) will incur energetic costs associated with producing and positioning the mark, and an actor
increases its risk of predation through detection by olfaction (Roberts & Lowen, 1997; Gosling
& Roberts, 2001).
Penn and Potts (1999) claim that scent-marks can transmit genetic information in
contexts of mate choice and nepotism to find mates and comrades, respectively. For example, in
mice, scent-marks can convey information about health and genetic relatedness to the receiver,
but the smell of scent-marks has also been shown to inform female mice of a male’s dominance
status (Gosling & Roberts, 2001).
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Receivers of scents learn about the intrinsic properties of the marker, as they may
remember any past conflicts with the actor or be able to remember and match scent-marks with
future opponents (Gosling & Roberts, 2001). Furthermore, an individual may deposit a scent
directly on top of the scent-mark of another individual (Jordan et al., 2011b). We call this
behavior over-marking. Over-marking is primarily performed in male-male competition contexts
for access to mates and food resources. As in scent-marking, over-marking indicates information
about a male’s resource-holding potential (Jordan et al., 2011b). This is different from allomarking, which occurs when an individual deposits a scent-mark on a conspecific (individual of
the same species; Buesching & Macdonald, 2001; Buesching et al., 2003). Buesching et al.
(2003) suggest allo-marking contributes to maintaining group cohesion as it generates a common
group scent and it can advertise an individual’s fitness.
Though scents can be deposited individually, there is evidence that many mammals, such
as the European badger, swamp rabbit, bamboo lemur, and ring-tailed lemur, repeatedly re-mark
the same sites and in doing so form large deposits of olfactory cues called “latrines” (Roper et
al., 1986; Zollner et al., 1996; Kappeler, 1998; Eppley et al., 2016). Latrines are large, frequently
used dung accumulations that contain feces and anal gland secretions and are located along
territorial boundaries (Roper et al., 1986). Latrines are suggested to aid in territory defense and to
maintain intergroup distance to prevent intrusions into core areas of another’s home range and
for the over-marking of female scents for mate guarding, thereby masking the presence of
females from extra-group males (Roper et al., 1986; Zollner et al, 1996; Eppley et al., 2016).

Intergroup Functions
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Territoriality
For territorial mammals, scent-marking can help with territorial defense. Gorman and
Mills (1984) note the importance of the length of the border in determining if mammals will
scent-mark throughout their home range or just along the perimeter. When scent-marking is
associated with a territorial function, mammals scent-mark along the edges of their home range if
it is economically defensible (border-marking strategy). For larger home ranges, which cannot be
entirely defended with a reasonable effort, mammals exhibit a hinterland-marking strategy, in
which marks are scattered throughout the entire home range (Roper et al., 1993; Gese & Ruff,
1997; Jordan et al., 2007; Lledo-Ferrer et al., 2011). Roberts (1997) investigated wild
klipspringer preferences for scent-marking sites in Zimbabwe and found that mark site
preferences prioritized the visibility of marks and predictability of where marks might be
deposited. Klipspringers, for example, typically deposit secretions from pre-orbital glands on
upward-pointing twigs of a certain height (Roberts, 1997). They prefer to scent-mark on twigs
above rock, areas of raised ground, large breaks in slope, dead wood, and palatable tree species,
thereby creating a standard, expected site description of where klipspringers typically mark
(Roberts, 1997). Roberts (1997) suggested four explanations to account for the preferences in
scent deposition locations: convenience, feeding tree defense, bookkeeping to remember which
trees were recently visited and thereby maximize foraging efficiency, and maximizing detection
probability by residents or intruders of the territory. Roberts (1997) argued that klipspringers
mark in areas to ensure maximum detection probability by intruders. They scent-mark accessible
areas and palatable trees utilized by residents that should also increase detection by intruders
(Roberts, 1997).
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In a similar study, Roberts and Lowen (1997) inquired about the distribution of individual
pre-orbital gland scent-marks and latrines in three forest types of wild klipspringers in
Zimbabwe. They found that scent-marks were spatially organized non-randomly into a rough
ring within the group’s territory, where the greatest mark density was located at about one-half of
the territorial radius (Roberts & Lowen, 1997). Furthermore, scent-mark densities were higher
along boundaries adjacent to other group territories, called “contested boundaries,” than in
territorial boundaries where few or no threats of intrusion were apparent, called “hard edges”
(Roberts & Lowen, 1997). Analytical models demonstrated that the optimal location of scentmarks for maximizing the chance of detection by intruders and minimizing the cost of intrusion
is inside the perimeter of the territory, in a ring positioned at 0.78 of a group’s territory radius
(Roberts & Lowen, 1997). Roberts and Lowen (1997) recognized that there is a trade-off when
positioning scent-marks within a territory between maximizing the detection of marks by
intruders and minimizing the cost of intrusion. Though positioning scent-marks at the perimeter
would minimize the cost of intrusion, placing them slightly inside the territory increases the
probability of detection by intruders (this probability is greatest at the center of the home range;
Roberts & Lowen, 1997).
Lledo-Ferrer et al. (2011) tested the territoriality function of scent-marking on three
habituated groups of Saguinus fuscicollis in Peru. They found that the three groups used a clear
border-marking strategy and marked more frequently during intergroup encounters. Lledo-Ferrer
et al. (2011) were not convinced that these results supported a territorial function and instead
proposed an alternative mate-guarding function. Roberts (2012) argued that the conclusions
Lledo-Ferrer and colleagues (2011) made were unwarranted and that the study still suggested a
territorial function of scent-marking. Roberts (2012) reiterated the six predictions that fulfill a
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territorial function, according to Lledo-Ferrer et al. (2011), and claimed most were fulfilled by
the study. The scent-marks 1) were concentrated along borders and associated with food
resources, 2) prevented intrusions, 3) ensured access to food resources, and 4) were greatly
involved in aggressive intergroup encounters. These scent-marks did not prevent intergroup
encounters, but Roberts (2012) attributed this result to Lledo-Ferrer et al. (2011) choosing to
exclude some aggression data; he suggested this data could fulfill this last scent-marking
prediction.
Other studies have similarly demonstrated that scent-marks in the form of latrines are
used to mark territories and prevent other groups from intruding. Zollner et al. (1996) surveyed
swamp rabbit latrines in three forest types in Arkansas during all four seasons and concluded that
swamp rabbit latrines, preferentially deposited on logs, were used to mark territories. Roper and
colleagues (1986) conducted a year-long study recording European badger fecal deposits and
anal secretions to record the spatial distribution and change in size of latrines and seasonal
changes in latrine use. They found that badgers used latrines most frequently in the spring and
autumn to mark their territory (likely to defend estrus females rather than food resources; Roper
et al., 1986).
Mate-guarding
Lledo-Ferrer et al. (2011) argue that saddleback tamarins use scent-marking as a function
related to males defending reproductive opportunities via mate-guarding. They note that the
deposition of scent-marks is greatest where the detection by extra-group males occurs most
often. Roberts (2012) agreed a reproductive function is possible but cautioned that the use of
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scent-marks to assess mate quality may be a secondarily derived benefit of the use of scentmarks (Gosling & Roberts, 2001).
Eppley et al. (2016) studied three groups of southern bamboo lemurs (Hapalemur
meridionalis) in Mandena littoral forest from January to December 2013. Even though the
bamboo lemurs often chose visually conspicuous sites for latrines where detection by
conspecifics was enhanced, latrines were almost always located in core areas of each group’s
home range. Ultimately, this study presented minimal home range overlap or intergroup
aggression, and therefore this study did not support a territorial function for scent-marking.
Furthermore, Eppley et al. (2016) found that male bamboo lemurs deposited glandular scents in
latrines and over-marked female scents to mask their presence more often during the dispersal
season than during the mating season. This observation suggests that scent-marking, specifically
over-marking, may be a function of mate-guarding against new, young males who are looking
for a group with females to join. Moreover, Harrington (1977) presented two captive Eulemur
fulvus males with conspecific scent-marks and found that both individuals investigated male
marks more often than female scents. This result suggests that the deposition of male scentmarks is primarily associated with male-male competition (Harrington, 1977). Similarly, Jordan
et al. (2011b) suggested that over-marking affects male banded mongoose mating success
through intrasexual competition, not by female mate choice. Furthermore, chemical analyses
demonstrated that mongoose males have individual scents and they are able to distinguish
between scents of different individuals (Jordan et al., 2011b). Jordan and colleagues (2011b)
noted a relationship between male over-marking rate and mating success. Here, males with
higher over-marking scores mate-guarded females at a younger age than males of lower overmarking score, and therefore they received the majority of matings. Over-marking is likely
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related to intrasexual competition for mating opportunities in wild banded mongooses (Jordan et
al., 2011b).
Studies on female scent-marking are rare (Jordan et al., 2011c). Jordan and colleagues
(2011c) observed that wild banded mongoose females preferred to over-mark the scent-marks of
other females, rather than males. Males who mate-guarded females with high over-marking
scores (i.e. they over-marked more) were in better health than those mate-guarding females of
low over-marking scores. In contrast, females with high over-marking scores did not engage in
more matings than females with low over-marking scores. This suggests intrasexual female overmarking in this wild banded mongoose case since this pattern of behavior cannot be explained by
competition for males. Moreover, there was no evidence of over-marking for food competition
nor for reproductive suppression (Jordan et al., 2011c).
Individual food resource defense
If food resources are heterogeneously distributed, mammals should mark around or in
close proximity to their preferred resources (Gosling & Roberts, 2001; Lledo-Ferrer et al., 2011).
Mertl-Millhollen (2006) tested resource defense as the function of female scent-marking in three
studies involving a captive group and wild troops of ring-tailed lemurs. The first study examined
the response of individually housed captive females to the scent-marks of their female
conspecifics. This study demonstrated that females investigated all scent-marks and did not
discriminate between them. The second study investigated the relationship between wild female
scent-marking rates and the mating season. Here they found that females did not restrict scentmarking to the mating period. Furthermore, these females scent-marked more often during
intergroup encounters in confrontation zone areas, where they also spent the most time feeding,
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than when solitary in the remainder of their home ranges (Mertl-Millhollen, 2006). The third
study investigated the scent-marking behavior of wild females outside their home range and
revealed significantly reduced scent-marking rates (Mertl-Millhollen, 2006). All results suggest
that females scent-mark to defend the small areas directly around their preferred food resources.
Intragroup Functions
Scent-marking can have different functions for males and females in intragroup
interactions. Kappeler (1998) investigated the function and process of scent-marking in
intragroup communication in Lemur catta and how these compared between sexes. Through 214
recorded interactions between 11 male and 9 female lemurs, Kappeler (1998) noted that the type
of scent-mark deposited (female ano-genital, male ano-genital, or male antebrachial) heavily
influenced the response of the receiver. Accordingly, female marks functioned in mate attraction
and intrasexual competition (through social rank), whereas male scent-marks were used
primarily in intrasexual competition (via over-marking; Kappeler, 1998). Similarly, Janda et al.
(2019) studied the sexual differences of scent-marking in two troops of red-ruffed lemurs at the
Dudley and Twycross zoos in the UK for 132 hours. They concluded that males scent-marked
with a territorial function and for intrasexual competition, whereas females deposited scentmarks to convey information about their sex and age. Substantial evidence supports a
relationship between scent-marking by males and intrasexual competition in mammals (Roper et
al., 1986; Zollner et al., 1996; Roberts & Lowen, 1997; Gosling & Roberts, 2001). Scent-marks
can convey information to opponents regarding status and resource holding potential (Gosling &
Roberts, 2001). Furthermore, in mammals, resource-holding males scent-mark to maintain their
status because non-resource holders tend to avoid intense contest competition (Gosling &
Roberts, 2001).

Ring-Tailed Lemur (Lemur catta)
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Among primates, prosimians and callitrichines are the only taxa that scent-mark
(Kappeler, 1998). The ring-tailed lemur (Lemur catta) is an ideal species with which to study
scent-marking in primates. The vomeronasal organ is used to sense non-volatile materials in
male and female secretions (Mertl-Millhollen, 2006). Lemur catta females only have ano-genital
glands for scent-marking, whereas males have ano-genital, wrist, and chest glands (Kappeler,
1990; Oda, 1999; Mertl-Millhollen, 2006). Females exhibit more scent-marking in intergroup
encounters than males as males are slow to get involved in intergroup encounters, but when they
do, they scent-mark at males of other troops. In contrast, females jump and run toward each other
and scent-mark simultaneously while keeping each other’s gaze (Mertl-Millhollen, 1988, 2006).
Females deposit a scent-mark by rubbing their genitalia against horizontal and vertical
substrates (Jolly, 1966; Mertl-Millhollen, 2006). They press the inner surfaces of their labia
against the substrate to deposit vaginal secretions and urine (Mertl-Millhollen, 2006). Males
place genital scent-marks on a substrate by dragging their scrotum over it (Mertl-Millhollen,
2006). They also arm mark by rubbing the antebrachial organ on the forearm over the brachial
gland and then rub the antebrachial organ on the substrate being marked (Mertl-Millhollen,
2006). Scent-marks deposited this way are usually used to over-mark female scents, sometimes
directly covering a previous mark but most often scent-marks are located in different or
uncovered spots (Kappeler, 1998). Males also use scent-marking for tail-waving displays (Jolly,
1966; Mertl-Millhollen, 2006). Lemur catta males are the only male primates who interact with
other males in “stink fights.” Here, they scent-mark on their own tails, using their wrist and chest
glands, and then they wave their tails at their opponents (Jolly, 1966). The smelliest tail wins the
contest.
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The ring-tailed lemur is the only species of its genus and it is native to southern and
southwestern Madagascar (Mittermeier et al., 1994; Jolly, 2003). Ring-tails are found in captive
and semi-captive populations globally and are the most common primate found in captivity
(Andriaholinirina et al., 2014). Lemur catta is currently listed as endangered (EN) by the
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN; Andriaholinirina et al., 2014). Ringtailed lemurs are diurnal, terrestrial quadrupeds, an uncommon form of locomotion as most
lemur species are arboreal (Mittermeier et al., 1994; Jolly, 2003). In the wild, they are
opportunistic omnivores who eat fruits, leaves, flowers, plant stems, exudates, various insects,
and soil (Oda, 1996; Sauther et al., 1999; Jolly, 2003). In captive settings, such as the Duke
Lemur Center, ring-tailed lemurs consume the same types of food, but they are limited to the
species of plants and insects in North Carolina. They are also provisioned daily by staff to ensure
all individuals remain healthy.
Implications and Objectives
Very few studies have recorded the overall spatial distribution of primate scent-marks in
association with home range or territory as this study aims to do. Mertl-Millhollen (1979, 1988)
conducted two studies in Madagascar that investigated the spatial distribution of scent-marks as
they relate to a home range. Mertl-Millhollen (1979) noted the Propithecus verreauxi troop spent
more time and scent-marked in greater densities at the edges than in the central areas of its home
range. This result held during both regular movements and intergroup encounters (MertlMillhollen, 1979). Mertl-Millhollen (1988) later conducted a similar study with two troops of
Lemur catta and drew similar conclusions. Again, the troops deposited more scent-marks at the
peripheries of their home ranges, particularly in the area of home range overlap, than in the
interior (Mertl-Millhollen, 1988). The majority of scent-marks were placed in a narrow line at
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the core of the overlap where intergroup encounters largely occurred. Mertl-Millhollen (1988)
concluded that these troops used scent-marking to indicate territorial borders.
My research project aims to answer similar questions with the same primate species as
the wild study by Mertl-Millhollen (1988). However, it investigated two semi-free-ranging
captive groups of ring-tailed lemurs instead of wild groups. This is significant because my study
will shed light on how scent-marking behaviors compare in the same species but with individuals
that live in different living conditions (wild versus captivity). In a captive setting, where food
availability is high and predation is typically nonexistent, we could test to see how scent-marking
might be influenced by these two variables. Higher food resource availability suggests troops
will not scent-mark as frequently to defend a territory, and low predation means there is only an
energetic cost to scent-marking (i.e. no increased predation risk). A low predation rate suggests
frequent marking.
The main goals of this project are to: (1) determine if the spatial distribution of scentmarks deposited by captive groups of ring-tailed lemurs (Lemur catta) is random or spatially
organized by using a border-marking and/or resource-defense strategy and (2) compare scentmarking distributions and behaviors between males and females. This is the first study to
investigate the spatial distribution of scent-marks relative to home range boundaries in semi-freeranging captive groups of ring-tailed lemurs. It will contribute to our understanding of the
function of scent-marking for this species and evaluate how ring-tailed lemurs adjust their
behavior in a captive setting. I can compare my captive results with the wild study on Lemur
catta regarding olfactory demarcation of the home ranges by two wild ring-tailed lemur troops
(Mertl-Millhollen, 1988).
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CHAPTER 2

HYPOTHESES AND PREDICTIONS

Where are marks deposited (spatial distribution)?
H1: If ring-tailed lemurs at the Duke Lemur Center are territorial, I expect scent-marks to be
deposited at higher densities along the perimeter of their home ranges, particularly where home
ranges are adjacent.
H2: If ring-tailed lemurs at the Duke Lemur Center are not territorial, but defend individual food
resources, I expect scent-marks to be deposited at higher densities around commonly visited food
sites.
Null hypothesis: If ring-tailed lemurs do not use scent-marks to defend territory or food
resources, they will be distributed arbitrarily in areas of their home range they occupy.
When are marks deposited?
H3: If scent-marks are used to communicate group members’ reproductive status during
intergroup encounters, I expect scent-marks to be deposited more frequently during intergroup
encounters than when groups are alone.
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H4: Alternatively, if scent-marks are used for intragroup encounters, I expect scent-marks to be
deposited more frequently when groups are alone than during intergroup encounters.
Null hypothesis: The distribution of scent-marks demonstrates no temporal pattern.
Who deposits marks?
H5: Males scent-mark more frequently than females.
H6: Females scent-mark more frequently than males.
Null hypothesis: Males and females scent-mark evenly.
H7: Males over-mark more frequently than females.
H8: Females over-mark more frequently than males.
Null hypothesis: Males and females over-mark evenly.
H9: If males use scent-marks in intrasexual competition for access to females, I expect males to
over-mark non-kin females more frequently than kin females.
H10: If females use scent-marks in intrasexual competition for access to males, I expect females
to over-mark males more than females.
Null hypothesis: If males and females do not use scent-marks to evaluate other group members’
status, I expect males and females to over-mark kin and non-kin and both sexes equally.
I expect the ring-tailed lemurs at the Duke Lemur Center to be territorial and exhibit
contested boundaries with other groups. They will not scent-mark at random; instead, they will
scent-mark preferentially in particular areas including the periphery of their home ranges and at
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boundaries adjacent to other groups. I also expect the lemurs to use scent-marking to mate-guard
during intergroup encounters. I predict females to use scent-marks for territorial purposes and
males to use marks for restricting access to mates.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS

Study Site
Research was conducted at the Duke Lemur Center (DLC), an 80-acre forest located two
miles west of the main Duke University campus in Durham, North Carolina (35.9941° N,
78.9604° W). Anthropologist John Buettner-Janusch and biologist Peter Klopfer established the
DLC in 1966 by relocating Buettner-Janusch’s colony of lemurs from Connecticut to North
Carolina. Today, the DLC is an internationally known facility that houses about 240 animals of
17 nocturnal, diurnal, and cathemeral prosimians.
Several diurnal species inhabit nine semi-free-ranging natural habitat enclosures (NHEs)
at the DLC to encourage more natural behaviors. These enclosures are located around the Miaro,
Aty Ala, and Triplex buildings (Figure 1). This study required focal groups whose enclosures
were sizable and adjacent to those of other groups to effectively evaluate the factors affecting
scent-mark distribution. Accordingly, NHEs 2 and 4 were chosen for analysis. NHE2 measures
8.15 acres and is adjacent to NHEs 1 and 4; NHE4 is 14.3 acres and adjacent to NHEs 2 and 5
(Figures 2A, 2B). Though the NHEs are outdoor enclosures, each of them has small
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Fig 1. Map of the nine natural habitat enclosures and their locations relative to each other and the
Duke Lemur Center buildings.

temperature-controlled indoor rooms attached. Each NHE is double fenced with electrical lines
at the top so the animals cannot physically interact with each other but may still maintain visual,
auditory and olfactory contact. The vegetation at the edges of all enclosures (up to 5 meters) is
kept trimmed to prevent the lemurs from escaping. The primates in each enclosure are trained to
an audio cue for their daily feedings, the location of which is changed regularly to encourage
frequent movement around the enclosure. Other enrichment activities, such as change in the
layout of the enclosure, are also provided daily to promote natural behaviors, and physical and
mental health.
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Fig 2A. Map showing the perimeter of NHE2 and where it is adjacent to the perimeters of NHE1
and NHE4.

Study Subjects
Each NHE contains one to three prosimian species. NHE2 holds Propithecus coquereli,
Lemur catta, and Eulemur rufifrons; NHE4 only has Propithecus coquereli and Lemur catta. I
chose to study scent-marking exhibited by the Lemur catta of both enclosures (Table 1). The
number of L. catta individuals in each of the nine NHEs varies from two to six. In NHE2, there
is one adult female, Sophia; one adult male, Randy; and their two female juvenile offspring,
Nemesis and Narcissa. In NHE4, there are two adult females, Liesl (the dominant female) and
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Fig 2B. Map showing the perimeter of NHE4 and where it is adjacent to the perimeters of NHE2
and NHE5.

Schroeder (Liesl’s mother); one adult male, Aracus; and the three offspring of Aracus and Liesl:
Gretl, Hedwig, and Griselda. Data were only collected on the adult males and dominant females
of NHEs 2 and 4 (Randy, Sophia, Aracus, and Liesl). As the individuals who are more prone to
separating from the rest of their group, Sophia and Aracus are radio collared and easily
identifiable. The other individuals have identifying characteristics, such as tail shaves, to aid in
recognizing them. Though some characteristics are subtle, such as Hedwig’s head cowlick, they
are easily identifiable because we were able to view the lemurs from close distances (usually less
than 10 meters away).
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Table 1
Lemur catta individuals in NHE2 and NHE4 and their sex, date of birth, weight, and identifying
characteristics.
Sex
F
M
F
F

Name
Sophia
Randy
Nemesis
Narcissa

Date of Birth
06/18/05
03/12/06
04/12/16
04/12/16

Group
NHE2
NHE2
NHE2
NHE2

Weight (g)
2000
2700
2160
1800

Physical Identification
orange radio collar .812
no collar

M
F
F
F
F
F

Aracus
Shroeder
Liesl
Hedwig
Griselda
Gretl

05/23/91
03/22/92
07/15/08
03/28/16
03/28/16
04/09/12

NHE4
NHE4
NHE4
NHE4
NHE4
NHE4

2300
2820
2740
2160
1820
2940

tan radio collar .175
deep chested
mid shave
lighter; cowlick on head
darker; line on forehead
base shave; no tail tip

mid shave

Data Collection
We collected data on the scent-marking behaviors of Randy, Sophia, Aracus, and Liesl of
NHEs 2 and 4 from May 22 to July 18, 2018. As stated above, NHE2 is adjacent to NHEs 1 and
4 and NHE4 is adjacent to NHEs 2 and 5, but we did not record the behaviors of individuals in
the adjacent groups. We typically observed the groups from 9 am to 12 pm and 1 to 4 pm daily
from Monday to Friday, in accordance to the operating hours of the DLC. We were not given
permission to collect data if DLC staff were not present. For our safety, we were not allowed to
be in the forest during thunderstorms. A large tree fell after a heavy thunderstorm in June,
destroying the fencing of NHE4 and putting all of its animals on “lockdown.” All individuals,
those of NHE2 far more often, were occasionally placed on lockdown by DLC staff for 30-60
minutes for morphometric analyses. The Lemur catta in NHE4 were also placed on lockdown
when the Propithecus coquereli of the same enclosure were tested positive for a parasitic disease
called cryptosporidiosis. We did not record observations during these events.

Observational data
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My three research assistants and I each collected continuous and instantaneous focal
animal data on each of the four focal individuals simultaneously each day to avoid biases
attributed to day-to-day differences. This resulted in two researchers in each enclosure each day,
alternating biweekly. In our notebooks, we noted the focal group and individual, the date, the
researcher’s name and their partner, and the current weather at the top of each page. On the left
page, we recorded continuous focal animal data, including start time, stop time, and behavior
(according to the ethogram listed in Appendix A). The duration of each behavior was calculated
during off hours. If the behavior was a scent-mark, we also recorded the height (in meters) at
which this behavior occurred. Scent-marks deposited by wrist, chest, and ano-genital glands or as
urination and defecation were recorded. If the behavior was an over-mark, we also recorded the
height (in meters) and the individuals involved (who deposited the initial mark and who overmarked). Since visibility was good at all times, we only considered an over-mark as such if it
occurred within five minutes of the initial mark.
On the right page, we recorded instantaneous focal animal data, including time (using
five-minute intervals), behavior (Appendix B), height (in meters) at which the behavior
occurred, the focal individual’s nearest neighbor, and the visually estimated distance (in meters)
between the focal male and female of the group. If the distance between the male and female was
greater than 20 meters, this was designated as >20.
GPS data
We used four handheld Garmin eTrex 10 GPS units (set to the UTM coordinate system)
to map home range boundaries and to collect GPS locations linked to continuous and
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instantaneous data (scent-mark, feeding, and other behavior points). Though each group may not
have used the entirety of their home range over the duration of this study, the extent of each
enclosure defined each group’s maximum home range, so I walked along the fence of both
enclosures and logged GPS waypoints every 10 meters (but at shorter distances along curved
fences) to produce an accurate map of each group’s home range. The GPS units consistently had
about a 3-meter accuracy.
Because of the terrestrial nature of ring-tailed lemurs, attempting to record waypoints at
exact locations would have resulted in chaotic data collection and potentially disrupted the
lemurs' behaviors. Accordingly, we used a GPS "offset" technique. The GPS locations collected
with continuous and instantaneous data required recording the Northing/Easting values of our
locations according to the GPS unit, the azimuth (compass direction from observer to animal; 0360º from north) using a compass, and the visually estimated observer-animal distance (in
meters). If we were standing at the exact location where a behavior was exhibited by the focal
individual, we recorded the Northing/Easting values as indicated by the GPS unit and the
azimuth and distance as zero. Though this is the equivalent of taking a direct waypoint, we
decided against it because it would have led to disorganization and confusion upon entering data.
Upon entering data, another column for true azimuth (azimuth + 9º) was added because Durham,
North Carolina, is 9 degrees off of true north. This manual GPS offset method is a cost-effective
alternative to using a GPS unit in conjunction with a rangefinder.
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Data Analysis
Home ranges
I transferred the home range waypoints I collected with the GPS units to the computer
and used the GPX to Features (Conversion) tool on ArcMap 10.6.1 to convert the waypoint
.GPX files to feature .SHP files. To get a better idea of the geographical locations of my data, I
added the world imagery base map available on ArcMap. I also used the base map as a template
for adding and adjusting the locations of my waypoints to account for the GPS measurement
error and create a more accurate representation of each home range. After editing, I used the
Points to Line (Data Management) tool to create the outlines of the home ranges and the Smooth
Line (Cartography) tool (smoothing tolerance: 2 meters) to slightly reduce sharp angles in the
outlines that occurred from a lack of waypoints in some areas. Next, I used the Feature to
Polygon (Data Management) tool to create polygons representing each home range from each
smoothed line. I used the Project (Data Management) tool to change the coordinate system of the
home range polygons to WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_17N. The partial perimeters of adjacent
enclosures were highlighted to show all the areas in which intergroup encounters could have
occurred.
Where are marks deposited?
I created four .CSV files consisting of the X and Y coordinates (Easting and Northing,
respectively) of scent-marks deposited by each of the four focal individuals. I added four
columns in each file: offsetX (distance*SIN(RADIANS(true_azimuth)), offsetY
(distance*COS(RADIANS(true_azimuth)), targetEasting (gpsEasting+offsetX), and
targetNorthing (gpsNorthing+offsetY). These additional calculations determined the
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reconstructed coordinates of each behavior (targetEasting and targetNorthing) to plot in ArcMap.
I projected every layer to the WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_17N coordinate system to match the
coordinate system of the GPS units and the home range polygons. I exported each of the four
scent-mark layers as .SHP files to allow for the manipulation of every plotted scent-mark. Next, I
used the clip tool to extract and display only the scent-marks within each home range polygon. I
completed the same process with the instantaneous feeding data to plot common feeding sites for
each group. Though GPS points for continuous feeding data were collected, I only used points
for instantaneous data in this analysis because points collected at equal intervals of five minutes
provided a better representation of each group’s feeding habits. If a feeding site is visited
frequently, there will be more instantaneous points collected here. If I included continuous
feeding data, areas in which groups fed for little time would be considered as important as those
in which groups fed for longer, giving a poor overall representation of common feeding sites.
I ran a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test (also Wilcoxon rank sum test) in R 3.5.1 software
to determine if the frequencies of scent-marking differed between home ranges. I determined
scent-marking rates by calculating the number of scent-marks deposited by each group per hour
for each day. I reported the W and P values.
To test Hypotheses 1 and 2, I needed to determine scent-mark densities and common
feeding areas within each home range. I had to first use the Create Fishnet (Data Management)
tool on ArcMap to make a grid over each group’s home range. The template extent was the
projected home range polygons. I defined the cell size width and height as 11 X 11 meters.
Mertl-Millhollen (1988) used 18 X 18 m cells, but her groups’ home ranges were larger.
Calculating simple ratios, I determined 11 X 11 m cells would be appropriate for my data. I
chose the geometric shape of the grid to be polygons instead of polylines because I wanted to use
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these grids to count how many scent-marks were deposited in each cell rather than between lines
(the latter would not be informative). This resulted in 263 grid cells for NHE2 and 622 cells for
NHE4 (Figure 3). Next, I created a join between the grids and clipped scent-mark distributions
to produce attribute tables with scent-mark counts in each grid cell. I clipped these grids with
joined scent-mark data to the projected home range polygons to eliminate all parts of grid cells
outside of the home ranges. This resulted in some cells measuring less than 121 m2 and therefore
an additional column in the attribute tables for grid cell area (m2). Finally, I used the Table to
Excel (Conversion) tool to save these new attribute tables as Excel tables. This process was
repeated for the instantaneous feeding data.
Using the grid again, I determined which cells represented the inner and outer home
ranges and the adjacent and empty perimeters. I defined the outer home range as any grid cell
touching the home range edge plus one cell layer toward the interior, while the rest of the cells in
the home range represented the inner home range. Similarly, I defined the adjacent perimeter as
any grid cell touching the adjacent perimeter line plus one cell layer toward the interior of the
home range, while the rest of the perimeter was considered empty perimeter. Finally, I compiled
this data into a .CSV file with headings for the response variable, scent-mark density (the
number of scent-marks deposited per grid cell area) and the factors including group, inner/outer
home range, and adjacent/empty perimeter.
I tried to use R software to run multi-way ANOVA tests for Hypothesis 1 using the scentmark density as the response variable and the factors: 1) group and inner/outer home range and
2) group and adjacent/empty perimeter. To ensure normal distributions for both tests, I added 1
to every scent-mark density and took the log of each. This also ensured that every grid cell of 0
scent-mark density was included in the statistical tests. However, this still did not present a
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Fig 3. The grid cells produced to determine scent-mark and feeding site densities for both home
ranges. Adjacent group boundaries are also depicted.
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normal distribution. Since it does not require meeting the assumptions of a normal distribution, I
decided to use the non-parametric Scheirer Ray-Hare extension of the Kruskal-Wallis test with
the combination of factors and response variables listed above solely to examine if there was a
difference between scent-mark frequency 1) in the entire home ranges and 2) at the perimeters of
NHE2 and NHE4. Note that this test did not involve investigating scent-mark density patterns as
related to other factors (inner/outer home range and adjacent/empty perimeter). I first created a
data table to rank scent-mark densities from lowest to highest. Then I created a linear model
between the response variable (scent-mark density rank) and the factors (group and inner/outer
home range). I installed the car package on R and ran a two-way non-parametric ANOVA test on
this model. Finally, using the sum of squares for each factor, I calculated each H statistic. This
was repeated for a linear model between scent-mark density rank and group and adjacent/empty
perimeter. I report the degrees of freedom (df), F value, P value, and H statistic for both tests.
Instead of the multi-way ANOVA tests for Hypothesis 1, I used the non-parametric
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test for each home range because I decided to simplify to just one
response variable (scent-mark density) and one factor for each test (inner/outer home range or
adjacent/empty perimeter). This test also does not require meeting the assumptions of a normal
distribution. I input a new .CSV file containing scent-mark densities plus one and corresponding
values for one of the two factors. I changed the categories of the factors to numerical values, i.e.
inner was indicated as ‘1’ and outer as ‘2’ for the inner/outer home range factor. Similarly,
adjacent was indicated as ‘1’ and empty as ‘2’ for the adjacent/empty perimeter factor. Next, I
created a data table ranking scent-mark densities from lowest to highest. I ran the MannWhitney-Wilcoxon test on this data table and reported the W and P values.
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I analyzed the data relating to Hypothesis 1 an additional way on ArcMap. I started with
plotting the clipped scent-mark distributions of each group. Then I used the Near (Analysis) tool,
with the clipped scent mark distribution as the input feature and the home range smooth line as
the near feature to determine the shortest distance between each scent-mark and the edge of the
home range. Using the Create Random Points (Data Management) tool, I created 10,000 random
points within each projected home range polygon. I used the Near (Analysis) tool again, with the
random points as the input feature and the home range smooth line as the near feature, to
determine the shortest distance between each random point and the edge of the home range. The
pattern of these random points provided a normal distribution with which to compare the pattern
of actual scent-marks. The mean distances to the home range edge from the scent-marks and
random points were compared. A lower mean distance for the scent-marks than random points
represented a clustering of scent-marks near the perimeter of the home range, while a greater
mean signified a greater scent-mark density toward the center of the home range. I also recorded
the mode for each set of distances as well as the maximum for the set of random point distances
(i.e. the radius of each home range polygon).
By dividing the mode of each set of distances by the maximum of the random point
distances and subtracting from 1, I obtained the proportion of the home range radius at which the
highest density of scent marks is recorded. In other words, a radius proportion of zero
represented the center of the home range, while a proportion of one represented the perimeter of
the home range. These proportions were later compared to the wild klipspringer study by Roberts
and Lowen (1997). This entire methodology was repeated with the clipped scent-mark
distributions and random points to determine the distributions of scent-marks related to
perimeters adjacent to other groups compared to the rest of the home range. Once again, a lower
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mean distance for the scent marks than random points would represent a clustering of scentmarks near the perimeters adjacent to other groups, while a greater mean would signify a greater
scent-mark density toward the rest of the home range. This process was also repeated for
Hypothesis 2 between the instantaneous feeding sites and the home range edge. As before, a
lower mean distance for the feeding sites than random points would demonstrate a grouping of
sites near the edge of the home range, while a greater mean would represent a clustering in the
center of the home range. All of these results were demonstrated by histograms created in
Microsoft Excel. The frequencies of distances were adjusted to proportions of distance
frequencies.
I used Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests to determine the significance of these results. I
chose this test instead of an unpaired t test because the variances of the scent-mark distances and
random distances were not similar and neither demonstrated a normal distribution. I created a
.CSV file with two columns, one for the distances between each scent-mark and the perimeter
and one for the distances between 10,000 computer-generated random points and the perimeter,
for each home range. Since NHE2 consisted of 835 scent-marks, it provided 835 distances.
NHE4 included 628 scent-marks and therefore 628 distances. Similarly, NHE2 provided 255
feeding sites and therefore 255 distances, while NHE4 consisted of 171 feeding sites and 171
distances. I ran the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test on all of these .CSV files in R and reported W
statistics and P values.
It was important to check if the distributions of scent-marks and commonly visited food
sites were not merely products of where groups spent most of their time. To achieve this, I first
needed to plot areas of occupation using all of the instantaneous GPS data we collected. I
compiled this data into two .CSV files (one for each home range) and mapped the locations of
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each on ArcMap using the targetNorthing and targetEasting values. I used the Near (Analysis)
tool again to calculate the distances between each instantaneous location and the perimeter of the
home range. I also generated 10,000 random points using the Create Random Points (Data
Management) tool and used the Near (Analysis) tool to calculate the distances between these
points and the perimeter of the home range. The mean distances to the home range perimeter of
the instantaneous data and random points were compared. A lower mean distance for the
instantaneous data than random points represented greater proportion of time spent near the
perimeter of the home range, while a greater mean signified greater proportion of time spent
toward the center of the home range. The mode analysis was repeated for feeding site distances
as well. These results were also demonstrated by histograms. Once again, I used Mann-WhitneyWilcoxon tests to determine the statistical significance of these results. I created a .CSV file with
two columns, one for the distances between each instantaneous sample and the perimeter and one
for the distances between 10,000 computer-generated random points and the perimeter, for each
home range. Since NHE2 consisted of 2,975 instantaneous samples, it provided 2,975 distances.
NHE4 included 1,780 instantaneous samples and therefore 1,780 distances. I ran the MannWhitney-Wilcoxon test on both of these .CSV files in R and reported W statistics and P values.
Next, the following visual comparisons of distribution histograms for each group were
made: 1) scent-marks and random points, 2) feeding sites and random points, 3) scent-marks and
feeding sites, 4) scent-marks and all instantaneous points, 5) feeding sites and all instantaneous
points, and 6) all instantaneous points and random points. These relationships addressed
Hypotheses 1 and 2 and specifically determined the following: 1) if scent-mark distribution is
random or spatially organized, 2) if feeding site distribution is random or spatially organized, 3)
if scent-marks were deposited near feeding sites, 4) if scent-marks were arbitrarily or
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strategically deposited in areas the group occupied, 5) if commonly visited feeding sites were
arbitrarily or strategically chosen in areas the group occupied, and 6) if the group occupied the
entire home range. If the histograms of the scent-mark and feeding site distributions look similar
to the histogram of the random points, this suggests they are distributed randomly and not
spatially organized. If the scent-mark and feeding site distributions look similar, the group may
be strategically marking their commonly visited feeding sites (resource defense strategy). If the
histograms of the scent-mark and feeding sites resemble that of the compiled instantaneous data,
this suggests that the group deposited scent-marks and fed arbitrarily in areas they occupied.
However, if these histograms more closely resemble the random points histogram, we can
propose that there was intentionality in where the groups scent-marked and fed. Finally, if the
distribution of the compiled instantaneous data looks similar to the random points distribution,
this means the group occupied the entire home range evenly. Ultimately, these near distance
histogram comparisons determined if the patterns we observed were merely a reflection of home
range occupancy or intentionality.
Finally, I also created kernel density maps on ArcMap to further demonstrate the results
of Hypotheses 1 and 2. I plotted scent-mark densities for Hypothesis 1 to compare the
distributions between the inner and outer home ranges and between perimeters adjacent to other
groups and empty perimeter. I also plotted scent-mark densities and instantaneous feeding data
for Hypothesis 2 to compare the distributions of scent-marks and common food sites in each
enclosure. The default parameters were used for all kernel density maps but I restricted the
processing extent to the home range smooth line and the mask to the home range polygon. I also
excluded zeros in the symbology and classified scent-mark densities by quantiles into nine
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categories from low (blue) to high (red). Food site densities were classified similarly but green
represented low densities and red represented high densities.
When are marks deposited?
I used pooled Chi-squared tests to determine if the number of scent-marks and overmarks deposited during intergroup encounters and when the groups were solitary was
significantly different than expectations assuming no temporal patterning. In R, I specified the
expected proportions to control for time spent in intergroup encounters and alone. To achieve
this, I divided the duration (in seconds) spent in each scenario by the sum of their durations. I
also ran Chi-squared tests to demonstrate if more scent-marks were deposited during intergroup
encounters with particular adjacent groups. I reported the Chi-squared value (X2), df, and P value
for each test.
Who deposits marks?
I used pooled Chi-squared tests again to determine if the number of scent-marks and
over-marks deposited differed between sexes. In this scenario, the expected proportions were 0.5
because sample sizes were equal (we recorded data on two males and two females). I reported
the X2, df, and P value for each test.
Finally, Chi-squared tests were used to determine if any of the four focal individuals
over-marked kin or non-kin preferentially and if females over-marked males or females
preferentially. I specified the expected proportions here because there were more kin than nonkin and more females than males in both groups. The default 1:1 expected proportions available
in R were not appropriate for this analysis. I reported the X2, df, and P value for each test.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

A total of 1,869 scent-marks and an additional 149 over-marks were recorded over a total
observation period of 256.58 hours. Males scent-marked an average of 21.05 times while females
scent-marked 11.38 times per day. I used a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test to determine if scentmark frequency was greater in NHE2 or NHE4. Individuals in NHE2 and NHE4 deposited equal
amounts of scent-marks (W: 597.5, P value: 0.8157). Tables 2 and 3 describe activity budgets, as
determined from instantaneous data, of NHE2 and NHE4, respectively.
Where are Marks Deposited?
The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test was used to determine if scent-marks were deposited
at higher densities in grid cells along the perimeter than the interior of each home range. The
perimeter of NHE2 exhibited a greater density of scent-marks than the inner area of the home
range (W: 23459, P value: 4.459e-14; Figure 4). Similarly, NHE4 exhibited a greater density of
scent-marks at the perimeter than the inner home range (W: 104200, P value: 2.2e-16; Figure 4).
Therefore, the null hypothesis that scent-marks are deposited at equal densities at home range
perimeters and interiors is rejected.
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Table 2
Activity budget of NHE2 as determined from instantaneous data.
Behavior
Category

Resting

Traveling

Social
Feeding

Behavior
Active
Inactive
Self-grooming
Scratching
Ground
Within tree
Tree to tree
Pause
Grooming
Playing
Aggression
Scent-marking
Vocalizing
Feeding

Count
1472
786
124
2
212
50
5
113
204
12
0
58
5
284

Total
Proportions
(%)

Individual
Proportions (%)
44.2
23.6
3.7
0.1
6.4
1.5
0.2
3.4
6.1
0.4
0.0
1.7
0.2
8.5

71.6

11.5

8.4
8.5

Table 3
Activity budget of NHE4 as determined from instantaneous data.
Behavior
Category

Resting

Traveling

Social
Feeding

Behavior
Active
Inactive
Self-grooming
Scratching
Ground
Within tree
Tree to tree
Pause
Grooming
Playing
Aggression
Scent-marking
Vocalizing
Feeding

Count
958
374
68
7
373
38
2
118
120
0
0
29
4
251

Individual
Proportions

Total Proportions
40.9
16.0
2.9
0.3
15.9
1.6
0.1
5.0
5.1
0.0
0.0
1.2
0.2
10.7

60.1

22.6

6.5
10.7
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Fig 4. Scent-mark densities in NHE2 and NHE4.
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The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test determined if there was clustering of scent-marks at
the perimeters of the home ranges, using the distances between each scent-mark and the
perimeter and comparing these to distances between computer-generated random points and the
perimeter (Figure 5A, 5D; Figure 6A, 6D). The maximum distance or radius of NHE2 was
66.67 m. The mean distance between the 835 scent-marks in NHE2 and its perimeter was 16.09
m, while the mean distance between the 10,000 random points in NHE2 and its perimeter was
25.06 m. This test noted a clustering of scent-marks closer to the perimeter than expected by
chance alone in NHE2 (W: 2754000, P value: 2.2e-16). The mode of scent-mark density was
3.2985 m, which means scent-mark density was greatest in NHE2 at a radius of 0.95. The
maximum distance or radius of NHE4 was 110.39 m. The mean distance between the 628 scentmarks in NHE4 and its perimeter was 18.13 m (mode: 40.48 m), while the mean distance
between the 10,000 random points in NHE4 and its perimeter was 37.00 m. Similar to NHE2,
this test also demonstrated a clustering of scent-marks closer to the perimeter than expected by
chance alone in NHE4 (W: 1665900, P value: 2.2e-16). The mode of scent-mark density was
40.48 m, which means scent-mark density was greatest in NHE4 at a radius of 0.63.
I repeated this Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test to determine if feeding sites were clustered
at the perimeters of the home ranges. This required comparing the distances between the feeding
sites and the home range perimeter and the 10,000 random points and the perimeter (Figure 5B,
5D; Figure 6B, 6D). The mean distance between the 255 feeding sites in NHE2 and its perimeter
was 11.18 m, while that of the 10,000 random points in NHE2 and its perimeter was 25.06 m.
This test concluded a clustering of feeding sites closer to the perimeter than expected by chance
alone (W: 626800, P value: 2.2e-16). The mode of feeding site density was 4.99 m, which means
scent-mark density was greatest in NHE2 at a radius of 0.93. The mean distance between the 171
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Fig 5. Histograms of distances between the NHE2 home range perimeter and the following
points: A) scent-marks, B) common feeding sites, C) instantaneous locations (all areas occupied
during study), and D) 10,000 random points.
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Fig 6. Histograms of distances between the NHE4 home range perimeter and the following
points: A) scent-marks, B) common feeding sites, C) instantaneous locations (all areas occupied
during study), and D) 10,000 random points.
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feeding sites in NHE4 and its perimeter was 10.00 m, while the mean distance between the
10,000 random points in NHE4 and its perimeter was 37.00 m. Similar to NHE2, this test also
demonstrated a clustering of feeding sites closer to the perimeter than expected by chance alone
in NHE4 (W: 264700, P value: 2.2e-16). The mode of feeding site density was 81.95 m, which
means feeding site density was greatest in NHE4 at a radius of 0.74.
The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test was used again to determine if the distributions of
scent-marks and common food sites were simply products of the areas the two groups occupied.
First, the instantaneous samples and random points distances to the home range perimeters were
compared to determine if the lemurs occupied their entire home ranges for the duration of this
study (Figure 5C, 5D; Figure 6C, 6D). The mean distance between the 2,975 instantaneous
samples in NHE2 and its perimeter was 10.02 m, while the mean distance between the 10,000
random points in NHE2 and its perimeter was 24.94 m. This test did not demonstrate equal
occupation of all areas; there was more time spent in areas closer to the perimeter than the rest of
NHE2 (W: 6615800, P value: 2.2e-16). The mode of instantaneous points was 9.11 m, which
means the most often occupied areas were clustered in NHE2 at a radius of 0.86. The mean
distance between the 1,780 instantaneous samples in NHE4 and the home range perimeter was
8.96 m, while the mean distance of between the 10,000 random points in NHE4 and its perimeter
was 36.72 m. Similar to NHE2, NHE4 also did not exhibit random occupation of the home
range. Instead, more time was spent closer to the perimeter of the home range (W: 2563500, P
value: 2.2e-16). The mode of instantaneous points was 5.07 m, which means the most often
occupied areas were clustered in NHE4 at a radius of 0.95.
Next, I compared distances between scent-marks and the home range perimeter with
distances between instantaneous points and the home range perimeter (Figure 5A, 5C; Figure
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6A, 6C) for both NHE2 and NHE4. These Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests indicated that the
distribution of scent-marks and instantaneous points do not match and that the lemurs
strategically deposited scent-marks in particular areas of the home range for both NHE2 (W:
1401800, P value: 1.288e-08) and NHE4 (W: 775920, P value: 2.2e-16). In both enclosures,
scent-marks are deposited on average farther from the perimeter of the home range than
instantaneous samples (means of 16.09 m and 18.13 m from the perimeter compared to 10.02 m
and 8.96 m, respectively). I also used Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests to compare distances
between feeding sites and the home range perimeter with distances between instantaneous
locations and the home range perimeter (Figure 5B, 5C; Figure 6B, 6C). These feeding site
tests demonstrated similar results, but the P values were greater than 0.05 for both NHE2 (W:
370690, P value: 0.5465) and NHE4 (W: 155350, P value: 0.662). Therefore, we must accept the
null hypothesis which states feeding sites are arbitrarily chosen in areas the lemurs occupy, i.e.
they do not preferentially feed in one area and then retreat to another to rest.
Finally, I used the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test to determine if scent-marks were
deposited near common food sites. This involved comparing the distances between scent-marks
and feeding sites with home range perimeters (Figure 5A, 5B; Figure 6A, 6B). These tests
demonstrated that scent-mark and feeding sites are located in different areas in both NHE2 (W:
118680, P value: 0.00548) and NHE4 (W: 72279, P value: 3.765e-12). These results are further
demonstrated by the maps in Figure 7. Therefore, the null hypothesis, which states scent-marks
are deposited near feeding sites, is rejected.
The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test compared scent-mark densities using the grid analysis
at perimeters adjacent to other groups and at empty perimeters for each home range. Scent-marks
were deposited at significantly greater densities at adjacent perimeters than empty perimeters for
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both NHE2 (W: 12316, P value: 2.2e-16) and NHE4 (W: 56903, P value: 2.2e-16; Figure 8). As
a result, the null hypothesis of scent-marks being placed in equal densities at empty and adjacent
perimeters is rejected for both home ranges.
The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test was used again to determine if there was clustering of scentmarks near perimeters adjacent to the home ranges of other groups compared to the rest of the
home range. The mean distance between the 835 scent-marks in NHE2 and the perimeters
adjacent to other home ranges was 16.09 m, while the mean distance between the 10,000 random
points in NHE2 and its adjacent perimeters was 42.03 m. This test demonstrated a clustering of
scent-marks closer to adjacent perimeters than the rest of NHE2 (W: 1823300, P value: < 2.2e16; Figure 9). The mean distance between the 628 scent-marks in NHE4 and the perimeters
adjacent to other home ranges was 18.13 m, while the mean distance of between the 10,000
random points in NHE4 and its adjacent perimeters was 63.16 m. Similar to NHE2, NHE4 also
exhibited a clustering of scent-marks closer to the adjacent perimeters than the rest of the home
range (W: 966530, P value: < 2.2e-16; Figure 10).
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Fig 7. Distributions of scent-marks and food. A) The upper panel compares the distributions of
scent-marks (left) and commonly visited food sites (right) in NHE2. B) The lower panel
compares the distributions of scent-marks (left) and preferred food resources (right) in NHE4.
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Fig 8. Scent-mark densities of exclusive and adjacent perimeters of NHEs 4 (left)
and 2 (right).
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Fig 9. Histograms of distances between scent-marks and adjacent perimeters (top) and 10,000
random points and adjacent perimeters (bottom) in NHE2.
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Fig 10. Histograms of distances between scent-marks and adjacent perimeters (top) and 10,000
random points and adjacent perimeters (bottom) in NHE4.

When are Marks Deposited?
A Chi-squared test was used to determine whether scent-marks were deposited at greater rates
during intergroup encounters or when the groups were solitary (Table 4). Scent-marks were
placed at significantly greater frequencies during intergroup encounters and lower frequencies
when alone than expected (X2: 35.189, df: 1, P value: 2.992e-09). Another Chi-squared test was
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run to determine if over-mark rates demonstrated the same pattern. Over-marks were not
deposited at significantly higher or lower frequencies during intergroup encounters or when
groups were solitary than expected (X2: 0.031647, df: 1, P value: 0.8588; Table 5; Figure 11).
Therefore, the null hypothesis that over-marking frequencies are equal during intergroup
encounters and when groups are solitary is accepted.
Chi-squared tests were also completed to test if groups scent-marked more during
intergroup encounters with particular adjacent groups (Tables 6 & 7). NHE2 L. catta scentmarked significantly more in the presence of NHE1 individuals and significantly less near NHE4
individuals than expected (X2: 23.612, DOF: 1, P-value: 1.179e-06), while NHE4 did not scentmark more than expected in the presence of either NHE2 or NHE5 L. catta (X2: 1.2257, DOF: 1,
P-value: 0.2682). Therefore, the null hypothesis can be rejected for NHE2 but is accepted for
NHE4.
Table 4
Chi-squared table for scent-marks deposited during intergroup encounters and solitude.

Observed
Expected

Solitary
Intergroup Encounters
1725
151
1781.3
94.7
Table 5

Chi-squared table for over-marks deposited during intergroup encounters and solitude.

Observed
Expected

Solitary
Intergroup Encounters
141
8
141.5
7.5
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Fig 11. Over-mark densities of adjacent and exclusive perimeters in NHEs 2 (right) and 4 (left).

Table 6
Chi-squared table for scent-marks deposited by individuals in NHE2 during intergroup
encounters with NHEs 1 and 4.
NHE1

NHE4
51
29

Observed
Expected

48
70

Table 7
Chi-squared table for scent-marks deposited by individuals in NHE4 during intergroup
encounters with NHEs 2 and 5.
NHE2
Observed
Expected

12
9.1

NHE5
23
25.9
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Who deposits marks?
I used Chi-squared tests to examine if males or females scent-marked or over-marked more than
expected based on a null expectation that males and females mark at equal rates (Tables 8 & 9).
Males scent-marked significantly more and females scent-marked significantly less than
expected (X2: 215.74, DOF: 1, P-value: < 2.2e-16). Similarly, males over-marked at significantly
greater frequencies and females over-marked at significantly lower frequencies than expected
(X2: 53.161, DOF: 1, P-value: 3.07e-13).
Table 8
Chi-squared table for scent-marks deposited by males and females
Males

Females

Observed

1252

617

Expected

934.5

934.5

Table 9
Chi-squared table for over-marks deposited by males and females
Males

Females

Observed

119

30

Expected

74.5

74.5

Chi-squared tests were used to determine if any of the four focal individuals over-marked
their non-kin more than kin (Table 10). All four individuals over-marked non-kin significantly
more than their kin (Randy- X2: 60.948, DOF: 1, P-value: 5.86e-15; Sophia- X2: 20.625, DOF: 1,
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P-value: 5.586e-06; Aracus- X2: 37.604, DOF: 1, P-value: 8.666e-10; Liesl- X2: 13.347, DOF: 1,
P-value: 2.588e-04). As a result, the null hypothesis, which states that individuals over-mark
their kin and non-kin equally, is rejected.
A Chi-squared test was also completed to determine if the female focal individuals in
either group over-marked males or females more (Table 11). Overall, the females over-marked
males significantly more than other females (X2: 45.562, DOF: 1, P-value: 1.479e-11).
Therefore, the null hypothesis stating females over-mark males and females equally is rejected.
Table 10
Chi-squared table for over-marks deposited on scent-marks of kin and non-kin.

Observed
Expected

ARACUS
LIESL
RANDY
SOPHIA
Nonkin
Kin
Nonkin
Kin
Nonkin
Kin
Nonkin
Kin
35
5
11
1
59
20
15
3
16
24
4.8
7.2
26.3
52.7
6
12
Table 11

Chi-squared table for female over-marks deposited on scent-marks of males and females.

Observed
Expected

LIESL
SOPHIA
Male Female Male Female
10
2
15
3
2.4
9.6
6
12
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION
Scent mark Densities
Overall, ring-tailed lemurs in NHE2 and NHE4 deposited equal frequencies of scentmarks in their home ranges. However, there are factors promoting more scent-marking behaviors
in NHE2 than NHE4. Though ecological factors are generally controlled in captivity and would
be the same in these enclosures, it is important to highlight any differences we observed between
the enclosures, i.e. group composition, ecological factors, and other special circumstances. In
regards to group composition, individuals in NHE2 shared an enclosure with one additional
lemur species than did those in NHE4 for the entire duration of the study. NHE4 contained only
Lemur catta and Propithecus coquereli, whereas NHE2 consisted of L. catta, Propithecus
coquereli, and Eulemur rufifrons. It is possible that these species had to compete for resources or
space, so the ring-tailed lemurs scent-marked more in association with a territoriality function.
Note that in the final two weeks of the study, two Varecia rubra individuals were transferred into
NHE4 but they were contained in a small enclosure in the center of the home range. Though this
is part of the process of introducing a group to a new enclosure and its inhabitants, we observed a
lot of vocalizing and scent-marking between the L. catta and V. rubra upon encounters.
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Since these enclosures are located in the same geographic area, they are exposed to the
same ecological conditions, except for some characteristics. NHE4 includes a small lake in its
center, which reduces the surfaces upon which the ring-tailed lemurs can scent-mark. There is
virtually no predation in captivity, but we spotted a group of grey foxes (Urocyon
cinereoargenteus) almost daily within NHE2, and they often interacted with all of the lemur
species from a distance, especially at common feeding sites to steal food. As a result, the scentmarking distributions of the ring-tailed lemurs in NHE2 must have been impacted, i.e. they
probably scent-marked at greater rates in association with a territoriality function (to protect
themselves and defend their food resources) against the predators. On our last day of data
collection, we spotted the same group of grey foxes deep within NHE4. This event immediately
followed an effort by the DLC staff to remove the foxes from NHE2. This may have resulted in
more scent-marking by NHE4 individuals that day (and possibly thereafter), but it probably was
not a large contribution. Though both enclosures experienced thunderstorms at the same time,
there was one circumstance in which a large tree fell in NHE4 after a heavy thunderstorm during
the study. The tree destroyed the fencing and inactivated the electric wire that runs along the top
of the entire enclosure. As a result, all of the lemurs in NHE4 were placed under lockdown. This
prevented us from collecting data on the NHE4 ring-tailed lemurs for a total of 12 hours. This
partially contributed to the lack of scent-marks deposited in NHE4 relative to NHE2. The NHE4
was also placed under lockdown after the P. coquereli group of the same enclosure tested
positive for cryptosporidiosis. This also contributed to the NHE4 L. catta group depositing fewer
scent-marks in their enclosure. NHE2 individuals were also occasionally placed under lockdown
by the DLC staff for 30-60 minutes for morphometric studies, but this does not seem to have had
a large negative impact on their scent-marking productivity.
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Activity Budgets
The ring-tailed lemurs in NHE2 spent the majority of the study duration resting, feeding
for a tenth of the time, and scent-marking for only 1.7%. Similarly, the L. catta of NHE4 rested
for the majority, fed for just above a tenth of the time, and scent-marked for only 1.2% of the
time. These activity budgets demonstrate that neither group engages in scent-marking behavior
for very long. Since these are captive groups, it is plausible that the lack of major ecological
pressures, which are noted to be the primary motivators of scent-marking in several wild studies
(Epple, 1986; Roberts & Lowen, 1997; Gosling & Roberts, 2001; Irwin et al., 2004), has
resulted in a lack of scent-marking behavior by these groups.
Where are Marks Deposited?
Scent-marks were not deposited randomly throughout the home ranges, which suggests
there is a deliberate function for scent-marking in these groups of captive ring-tailed lemurs. The
lemurs in both NHE2 and NHE4 deposited scent-marks at greater densities near the perimeter of
the home range. This suggests that these individuals employ a border-marking strategy, and
therefore associate scent-marking with a territorial function.
In NHE2, scent-marks were deposited at a mean distance of 16.09 m from the home
range perimeter and at greatest density at a radius of 0.95 of the homerange. In NHE4, scentmarks were deposited at a mean distance of 18.13 m from the perimeter and at greatest density at
a radius of 0.63 of the home range. Roberts and Lowen (1997) use the proportion of the home
range polygon radius to depict a ring where scent-marks were deposited at greatest densities by
wild groups of klipspringers. They concluded that these klipspringers deposited scent-marks at
highest densities along a ring at 0.78 of the home range radius (Roberts & Lowen, 1997). The
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radial values for NHE2 and NHE4 above are not similar to that of the klipspringer study. Roberts
and Lowen (1997) conducted their study from September 1991 to February 1992 in the wild at
Sentinel Ranch, which is a privately owned game ranch in Limpopo Valley in southern
Zimbabwe. They analyzed data from three contiguous territories covering 190 ha (~ 470 acres)
of land (Roberts, 1997; Roberts & Lowen, 1997). This is vastly different from the conditions of
our study, as we only collected data in captivity for a few summer months in North Carolina,
USA, on land only extending about 22.4 acres. Furthermore, Roberts and Lowen’s wild
klipspringers were exposed to numerous ecological factors our study animals were not, including
predation and food resource availability. Though NHE2 did contain grey foxes, our ring-tailed
lemurs were exposed to few predators and were watched over carefully if a predator was present.
Our lemurs also were provisioned food daily, whereas the klipspringers lived through periods of
high and low resource availability, as determined by the climate.
It is interesting that, though both these groups of animals exhibit territoriality, they do not
exhibit a wildly similar strategy for depositing scent-marks in relation to the home range center
and perimeter. Roberts and Lowen (1997) attribute this pattern of greater scent-mark densities at
0.75 of the home range radius to many factors. First they propose that the number of marks
deposited may be directly related to home range size, i.e. the larger the territory, the greater
number of scent-marks deposited. Similar to other bovid territories, they believe this pattern
maximizes the detection of scent-marks by conspecifics crossing territories. Furthermore,
Roberts and Lowen (1997) found the klipspringers marked where intrusions were common and
on branches that faced the intruders’ territories. Other studies with territorial marking by wolves
and ring-tailed lemurs have demonstrated this pattern as well (depositing marks where detection
by intruders is high; Mertl-Millhollen, 1988). They believe the klipspringers deposited scent-
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marks to minimize intrusion costs, i.e. where the chance of mark detection is maximized and the
average measure of intrusion distance (how far into the territory they intrude before detecting a
scent-mark of the territory owner) is minimized. This pattern may still hold with the DLC ringtailed lemurs.
It is also worth noting the difference in this measure of scent-mark density between
NHE2 and NHE4. Scent-mark density is greatest closer to the perimeter of NHE2 than NHE4.
As mentioned above, NHE2 was exposed to additional ecological pressures NHE4 was not and
therefore may have exhibited a greater degree of territoriality. NHE2 was smaller in size and
consisted of more lemur species than NHE4. Furthermore, the ring-tailed lemurs in NHE2 were
frequently in contact with predators, the group of grey foxes, further resulting in a greater degree
of territoriality than NHE4. Since the home ranges of the ring-tailed lemurs were just adjacent
and did not overlap, it is hard to test this theory at the Duke Lemur Center. Alternatively, the
ring-tailed lemurs inhabiting St. Catherines Island in Savannah, Georgia, USA, are semi-captive
free-ranging groups whose home ranges overlap. It would be interesting to examine if they
exhibit this pattern, since they are exposed to conditions of both study groups mentioned above.
When compared to the rest of the home range, there is a clustering of scent-marks close
to the adjacent perimeters for both NHE2 and NHE4, which suggests that groups are
preferentially scent-marking in areas related to a territorial function. Furthermore, scent-marks
were deposited in greater densities at adjacent perimeters when only compared to empty
perimeters in both NHE2 and NHE4. This further suggests that territoriality is the primary
function of scent-marking for these two captive groups.
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In NHE2, feeding sites were located a mean distance of 11.1828 m from the home range
perimeter and at greatest densities at 0.93 radius of the home range. In NHE4, feeding sites were
located a mean distance of 9.9988 m from the home range perimeter and at greatest densities at
0.74 radius of the home range. This means there was a large clustering of commonly visited
feeding sites closer to the perimeter, especially in NHE2, of the home range than its center. Since
scent-marks are distributed in a somewhat similar manner, it is plausible that individuals in
NHE2 and NHE4 scent-mark using a resource defense strategy, but this is further investigated
later.
In NHE2, lemurs occupied a mean distance from the perimeter of 10.0227 m and most
often occupied the home range at a radius of 0.86, while lemurs in NHE4 occupied a mean
distance from the perimeter of 9.9614 m and most often occupied a home range radius of 0.95.
This means both groups did not occupy the entirety of their home ranges evenly; instead, they
occupied areas closer to the perimeter. There must be other factors influencing this pattern of
occupation. We conducted this study from the months of May to July, during which daytime
temperatures often ranged from 30 to 40 ºC. We noticed that both groups remained close to their
temperature-controlled indoor rooms and resting for long periods of time on warmer days (as is
evident in their activity budgets). The likely reason for remaining close to their indoor rooms is
that the keepers who provisioned food for each group daily entered the enclosure through this
zone. Furthermore, the keepers in NHE4 tended to feed the lemurs just outside of their indoor
rooms. These patterns are apparent in Figure 10, where scent-mark and feeding site distributions
are plotted; there are very high concentrations of these points close to the indoor rooms. Since it
seems that the daily provision of food by keepers has a large influence on how much time they
spend near the indoor rooms, it would be interesting to see how their behavior changes if either
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1) keepers enter the enclosures with daily food provisions from other areas or 2) keepers lead the
lemurs to new sites for feeding each day.
Upon comparing distances between the home range perimeter with scent marks and
instantaneous points (areas of occupation) in both NHE2 and NHE4, it seems that the L. catta
deposited scent-marks preferentially in particular areas they occupied, rather than arbitrarily. The
same comparison was made with feeding sites, but the P values from those Mann-WhitneyWilcoxon tests were greater than 0.05, so we concluded that the lemurs fed arbitrarily in areas
they occupied. However, this may again be a result of the NHE4 keepers regularly feeding the
lemurs by their indoor rooms. It might be a good idea to map “potential” feeding sites in each
NHE (perhaps through analyses measuring the food quality of grid cells throughout each
enclosure) to see if groups are ignoring acceptable feeding sites in other areas they did not
occupy as much or at all during the study. Furthermore, it would be interesting to see how the
behaviors of this group in particular would change if they are encouraged to feed in areas further
away from the indoor rooms or even in a new area in the enclosure each day, which could, in
turn, promote enrichment as well. Moreover, more accurate results could be obtained by
increasing the sample size of feeding sites in the analysis. This would involve the inclusion of
continuous feeding data. These results suggest that these captive groups preferentially deposited
scent-marks in certain places they ranged, but arbitrarily fed in areas they occupied.
In both enclosures, scent-mark and feeding distributions did not match; i.e. scent-marks
were not deposited near commonly visited feeding sites. Since it seems the groups scent-mark
preferentially, this means they do not employ the resource defense strategy. Though we observed
intentionality with scent-mark deposition, we also find that the groups do not exhibit preferences
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for feeding sites, so it is important to ask 1) why the groups are not occupying the entire home
range and 2) what other factors are influencing their occupation patterns.
When are marks deposited?
Scent-marks were deposited at greater rates during intergroup encounters than when
groups were solitary. This suggests that these groups use scent-marking to communicate more
frequently with conspecifics than intragroup members, perhaps regarding group members’
reproductive status (Harrington, 1977; Jordan et al., 2011b,c; Lledo-Ferrer et al., 2011; Eppley et
al., 2016; Janda et al., 2019).
Over-marking was exhibited by both groups at equal rates during intergroup encounters
and in solitude, so there was no temporal pattern associated with over-marks. This suggests that
over-marking is equally as important in communicating with conspecifics as group members.
However, this could be a result of small sample size; increasing the sample size of over-marks
could alter this result. It is likely that the ring-tailed lemurs over-mark during intergroup
encounters for the same reasons as they scent-mark in general during encounters: mate-guarding.
Alternatively, they may over-mark in periods of solitude, with intragroup members, for intrasexual competition and mate attraction (Roper et al., 1986; Zollner et al., 1996; Roberts &
Lowen, 1997; Kappeler, 1998; Gosling & Roberts, 2001). However, these contexts are likely
dependent upon demographics of the actor, i.e. sex and kin/non-kin.
NHE2 L. catta scent-marked more in the presence of NHE1 than NHE4 individuals. This
suggests that individuals in NHE2 find those in NHE1 more threatening and they scent-mark in
their presence to mate-guard. Alternatively, the lemurs in NHE2 might think those in NHE4 are
more threatening, so they avoid interactions with them. This might be because NHE4 contains
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more individuals than NHE2. NHE2 individuals could also regard NHE1 as easy competition
and therefore scent-mark in their presence more to maintain their mark. In NHE4, L. catta scentmarked at equal rates in the presence of the NHE2 and NHE5 groups. This means individuals in
NHE4 either find both groups equally as threatening and choose to maintain this intergroup
spacing, or they find neither group threatening. As stated earlier, individuals in NHE4 scentmark less than those in NHE2 overall, which also suggests this group does not feel threatened.
Who Deposits Marks?
Males in this study deposited scent-marks and over-marks at a greater rate than females,
which suggests male ring-tailed lemurs play a larger role in scent-marking behavior at the Duke
Lemur Center, and potentially other captive facilities. Males might be territorial and scent-mark
to maintain their access to mates and prevent extragroup males from mating with their females. It
could be useful to compare male and female scent-marking patterns with 1) adjacent borders and
intergroup encounters and 2) feeding site distributions to propose a specific function of scentmarking to which each sex contributes more. Since male primates prioritize access to mates and
females prioritize access to food resources, we would expect males to contribute to mateguarding aspects of territoriality while females would contribute to resource defense more.
Moreover, males over-mark their non-kin at greater rates than their kin. This
demonstrates support for males scent-marking in contexts of intrasexual competition for access
to females. Furthermore, females over-mark males at greater rates than females This also shows
support for females scent-marking in contexts of intrasexual competition for access to males. It
would be interesting to know if this is because there are not any females considered
"competition" (non-kin or of age to reproduce) in their groups to over-mark instead. Overall, it is
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interesting and reasonable that we see more support for an intersexual competition function in
these groups because they are captive and ecological factors that would typically influence a wild
population do not exist in captivity, or at least not to the same degree.
Comparisons and Limitations
Here, I compare and contrast my results from this captive study with results from a 1988
wild study by Mertl-Millhollen to determine if scent-marking patterns in the same species differ
in opposite living conditions. Mertl-Millhollen (1988) aimed to study the distributions of scentmarks deposited by wild ring-tailed lemurs in relation to troop home range boundaries. This
project was conducted in forests of the Berenty reserve adjacent to the Mandrare River with two
troops whose home ranges were adjacent to each other and to the river. A total of four focal
males and four focal females were selected from each troop and observed for 350 hours from
February 1 to August 1, 1975. Mertl-Millhollen (1988) found that the troops exhibited preferred
marking sites and significantly greater scent-marks were deposited in the area of overlapping
home ranges, specifically in a narrow band that related to zones of intergroup encounters. MertlMillhollen concluded that both female genital marks and male arm marks are involved in
marking territorial borders.
Though the present study involved a smaller sample size (two focal males and two focal
females from two troops), the results are similar to the wild study by Mertl-Millhollen. I also
found that scent-marks were deposited preferentially, rather than arbitrarily. Since the enclosures
of the lemurs at the DLC are adjacent to each other and do not have an overlapping zone, I could
not directly comment on this part of Mertl-Millhollen’s study. However, the troops at the DLC
were able to observe each other clearly through the double fences separating them, so this is
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where we recorded and analyzed intergroup encounters. The groups did exhibit a greater scentmark density along the perimeter of each home range than the center. They also demonstrated
greater scent-mark densities at adjacent than empty perimeters. Furthermore, more scent-marks
were deposited during intergroup encounters than when the groups were solitary. These results
are very similar to those provided by Mertl-Millhollen’s study, and all show support for a scentmarking function related to territoriality.
This study’s results are also comparable to other wild primate studies. Eppley et al.
(2016) investigated the function of latrines in three groups of Hapalemur meridionalis in 148 ha
(366 acres) of fragmented and degraded littoral forest in Mandena, Madagascar, from January to
December 2013. Latrine densities were greatest in the core area of the home ranges and did not
directly support a territorial function. Instead, latrine sites were consistent with the energy
frugality hypothesis, which attributes the groups’ behaviors to an effort to conserve energy. In
other words, latrine behavior supported a function of intergroup communication, which
ultimately maintains territorial home ranges and low rates of intergroup aggression (Eppley et
al., 2016). This seems to be the case for the DLC ring-tailed lemurs as well when considering
temporal scent-marking patterns; i.e. they scent-mark at greater rates during intergroup
encounters than when solitary. Similarly, Mertl-Millhollen (1979) conducted a study
investigating the function of scent-marking behavior in a troop of five Propithecus verreauxi
verreauxi. The study was done from May 21 to August 1, 1975, in 2.5 ha (6 acres) of forest
along the Mandrare River in Berenty, Madagascar. Mertl-Millhollen (1979) found that the
sifakas demarcated their territorial boundaries, spending more time patrolling and scent-marking
the border and periphery than the center of the home range.
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It is important to note here the limitations of the present study. The primary limitation of
this project involved differences in group composition between the two groups. NHE2 only
consisted of four individuals, while NHE4 had six. Furthermore, all NHE groups at the DLC
consist of only one male, not multiple males as in nature. Finally, we observed a power struggle
between the dominant female of NHE4, Liesl, and her daughters. Gretl in particular was
frequently seen displacing and showing aggression toward other individuals and scent-marking
during intergroup encounters. It is also possible that certain regular protocols at the DLC are
driving some of the patterns we observed, but this is difficult to test with only two study groups.
Such protocols include where keepers provision food for the lemurs and the lack of change in
such situations. Furthermore, the trimmed vegetation at the NHE perimeters may prevent
escapes, but it may also contribute to the scent-mark, feeding site, and occupation patterns we
observed. For example, the closest 2.1 meters to the perimeter of NHE2 is characterized by low
scent-mark density, feeding site density, and occupation compared to the next 2.1 meters.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, our results clearly support a territorial function of scent-marking in two
captive ring-tailed lemur groups at the Duke Lemur Center. According to their activity budgets,
both groups exhibited high proportions of resting and low proportions of scent-marking. Slight
differences in NHE2 and NHE4 scent-marking distributions can be attributed primarily to group
and NHE species compositions and special circumstances such as increased predation in NHE2.
Overall, scent-marks were deposited closer to the perimeter, specifically adjacent perimeters,
than the center of both home ranges. Feeding sites were similarly clustered closer to the
perimeters. Both groups did not occupy their home ranges evenly and instead occupied areas
closer to the perimeter. This pattern can be attributed to more time spent in areas where the
keepers entered and where their daily provisioned food was scattered. Both groups deposited
scent-marks preferentially but fed arbitrarily in areas they occupied. Scent-marking and feedingsite distributions did not overlap, and therefore, these lemurs did not use a resource defense
strategy when scent-marking.
Scent-marks were deposited at greater rates during intergroup encounters than when
groups were solitary, which suggests a scent-marking function incorporating intergroup
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communication, possibly for mate-guarding. Both groups did not exhibit temporal patterns for
the deposition of over-marks.
Males deposited scent-marks at greater rates than females, which suggests that males play
a larger role in scent-marking than females. Furthermore, males over-marked non-kin at greater
rates than kin and females over-marked males at greater rates than females, both of which point
to an over-marking function associated with intrasexual competition for access to mates.
Upon comparing the present scent-marking study with similar studies regarding wild
lemurs, it is evident that a territorial function for scent-marking is present in both the wild and
captivity. Future research should explore why captive ring-tailed lemurs in separate enclosures
still clearly exhibit territoriality or if this is simply an innate behavior.
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CONTINUOUS DATA ETHOGRAM
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Behavior
Scent-marking

Type

Code
SM

Chest

C

Wrist

W

Ano-genital

A

Urine
Defecation
Over-mark

U
D
OM of/by

Feeding
Aggression

F
Agg

Grooming

Gr

Intergroup
encounter

IG

Definition
An individual intentionally rubs a body
part on a substrate repeatedly.
Sometimes sniffing precedes this
behavior.
An individual rubs the higher portion of
their abdomen on a substrate
An individual rubs their forearm on a
substrate
An individual rubs their rear or genitalia
on a substrate
An individual urinates on a substrate
An individual defecates on a substrate
An individual sniffs and deposits a mark
(in any form) around or directly on top
of the mark of another individual.
An individual ingests a food resource
An individual displays a forceful action
towards another
An individual scratches or cleans another
individual
A group is in close proximity (<10
meters) to another group (can be quiet or
chaotic)
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Behavior
Resting

Type
Alert

Code
R
A

Inactive

I

Self-grooming

SG

Scratching

SCR

Traveling

T
Within tree

WT

Tree-to-tree

TT

Pause

PAUSE

Grooming

Gr

Playing

Play

Aggression

Agg

Scent-marking

Sm

Vocalizing

Voc

Feeding

F

Definition
An individual is sitting on a surface
An individual is sitting and looking
around
An individual is sitting idle with its
head tucked into its chest
An individual is sitting and cleaning
itself
An individual is sitting and scratching
itself
An individual is moving across a
surface
An individual is moving through one
tree
An individual is moving and crossing
multiple trees
An individual was moving across a
surface but stopped (<3 seconds,
otherwise it is resting)
An individual scratches or cleans
another individual
An individual takes part in a
recreational activity with an object or
another individual
An individual displays a forceful action
towards another
An individual intentionally rubs a body
part on a substrate repeatedly.
Sometimes this behavior is preceded by
sniffing.
An individual produces a sound
through its mouth
An individual ingests a food resource

